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PROMINENT POLITICAL LEADERS IN CANADA

FEDERAL CABINET MINISTERS

Rt. Hon. L. St. Laurent, K.C.
,

Prime Minister and President of the

Privy Counci J .

Rt. Hon, CD. Howe, Minister of Trade and Commerce.

Rt. Hon. J.G. Gardiner, Minister of Agriculture.

Hon. Milton F. Gregg, V. C.
J

Minister of Labor.

Hon. Alphonse Fournier, K. C.
,

Minister of Public Works,

Hon. Brooke CI axton, K.C, Minister of National Defence,

Hon. Paul Martin, K.C.
;

Minister of Health and Welfare.

Hon, Douglas Abbott, Minister of Finance and Receiver-General

Hon, J.J, McCann, M. D,
,

Minister of National Revenue.

Hon, George Prudham, Minister of Mines and Technical Surveys.

Hon. F. G. Bradley, Secretary of State.

Hon. Lionel Chevrier, Minister of Transport,

Hon. Stuart S. Garson, Minister of Justice and Attorney- General

Hon. Hugues Lapointe, Minister of Veterans Affairs.

Hon. R. W. Mayhew, Minister of Fisheries,

Hon. G. E. Rinfret, Postmaster-General,

Hon. R. H. Winters, Minister of Resources and Development.

Hon. Walter Harris, Minister of Citizenship and Immigration.

Hon. L. B, Pearson, Secretary of State for External Affairs.
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Hooke, Hon. A. J.

Gerhart, Hon. C. E.

Casey, Hon. Ivan

Robinson, Hon J.Lo

Ure, Hon, D, A

Taylor, Hon G.E.

R.A.,

Premier, Provincial Treasurer

Minister of Heai th and Public Welfare

Minister of Public Works

A o rney Gen aral

Minister of Lands and Forests

and Minister of Mines and Minerals

Minister of Economic Affairs

M n of Muni ip*l Affairs and

P 1 Se jy

Minister of Education

Minister of Industries and Labor

Minister of Agriculture

Minister of Railways and Telephones

and Minister of Highways

Andison, Clerk of the Legislative Assembly
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Hand Hil 1 s

L a co m b e
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PROVINCIAL PREMIERS AND GOVERNMENTS

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND:

J. Walter Jones - Libera] Government - elected 1951.

NOVA SCOTIA;

Angus L. MacDonald - Liberal Government - ejected 1949.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

J.B. McNair - Liberal Government - elected 1948.

QUEBEC.

Maurice L. Duplessis - Union Nationale Government - elected 194R.

ONTARIO.

L.M. Frost - Progressive Conservative Government - elected 1948.

MANITOBA.

D.L. Campbell - Coalition Government ( Li bera] - Progressi ves,

Progressive Conservatives, Independent). Elected 1949.

SASKATCHEWAN.

T. C. Douglas - Co-operative Commonwealth Federation Government - elected 1948.

ALBERTA.

Ernest C. Manning - Social Credit Government - elected 1948.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Byron Johnson - Coalition Government (Liberals and Conservatives) elected 1949.

NEWFOUNDLAND:

Joseph R. Small wood - Liberal Government - elected 1949.

PROMINENT POLITICAL LEADERS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

UNITED KINGDOM.

Prime Minister CI emen t Attl ee

Foreign Minister -
Herbert Morrison

Chancellor of the Exchequer Hu Sh Gaitskell

U.S.A. :

Harry S. Truman
President
c . rc-„i-„. DeanAcheson
Secretary oi atatei
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U.S. S. P..

EIRE

Pre si cien t

Foreign Minister

FRANCE.

P re si den t

Premier

lorei gn Mini ster

AUSTRALIA:

P remi er

Externa] Affairs Minister

CHINA (Communist Government):

Leader of the Chinese Communist Party

Premier and Foreign Minister

? :

Premi er

INDIA:

P re si den t

P remi er

ITALY;

P remi er

Foreign Minister

JAPAN

P remi er

NEW ZEALAND:

Premier and Foreign Minister

PAKISTAN:

Prime Mini ster

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:

Premier and Foreign Minister

UNITED STATES OF INDONESIA:

P resi dent

Jo seph St a] in

A. Y. Vishinsky

Vincent Auriol

Henri Queui 1 ] e

Robert Schuman

R. G. Menzies

P.C, Spender

Mao-Tse- tun g

Chou- En- 1 ai

Eamon de Val era

Dr. Rajendra Prasad

Jawaharlal Nehru

Alcide de Gasperi

Carlo Sforza

Shigeru Yoshida

S.G. Holland

Liaquat Al i Khan

Daniel F. Ma] an

Dr. Soekarno



WESTERN GERMANY: Federal Republic

President

Chancel lor

YUGOSLAVIA

Premi er

Th eo do r H eu s«

Dr, Konrad Adenauer

Marshall Tito

THE 60 MEMBER NATIONS OF THE U.N.

The Big Five

Uni ted_Kingdom; U^S^A.j U. S. S. R, ; France; China.

Afgh ani stan

Argentina

Australia

Belgium

Bolivia

Brazil

Burma

Byelorussia S.S.R.

Canada

Chile

Col ombi a

Co s t a Rica

Cuba

Czecho slo vaki a

Denmark

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

Egypt

E] Salvador

Ethiopi a

Greece

Guatemala

Haiti

Honduras

Icel and

Indi a

Indonesi a

Iran

Iraq

I srael

Lebanon

Liberi a

Luxembourg

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zeal and

Ni caragua

Norway

Paki stan

Panama

Paraguay

Peru

Philippines

Pol and

Saudi Arabia

Sweden

Syri a

Th ai 1 an d

Tu rk ey

Ukraini an S. S. R.

Union of South Africa

Uruguay

Venezuel a

Yemen

Yugo si avi a
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SOCIAL STUDIES 3 -. CURRENT HISTORY SINCE THE CLOSE OF WORLD WAR II

The course in Social Studies 3 includes a study of the principal events since 1945.
Classroom Bulletin on Social Studies, No. 24, September, 1950, provides the authorized
outline for this course. Classroom Bulletin No. 24 should be in the hands of all teachers
of Social Studies 3 and should be available to their classes. Historical developments
from 1945 to 1950 are outlined on pages 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 of Classroom Bulletin No. 24,
under the following headings

SUPPLEMENT, FOLLOWING PART III

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS, 1945- 19 50.

A. ESTABLISHING A PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION TO MAINTAIN PEACE.

B. THE SOVIET UNION AND THE RUSSIAN SATELLITE COUNTRIES

C. THE WESTERN DEMOCRACIES

D. THE FAR EAST

AN OUTLINE FOR CURRENT EVENTS STUDY FOR 1951 » 1952.

SOCIAL STUDIES I, 2, AND 3.

Continuing with a practice begun four years ago in Social Studies Bulletin No. 12,

this first issue in the school year presents a suggested outline of significant current

movements and problems around which important current events during the year will in all

probability center. Those who made use of the Bulletin outline last year either by

following closely the items listed or by using it as a guide in making up their own

outline may welcome assistance this year.

The following objectives of current events study should be kept in mind during the

school year:

(1) To supply vital information.

(2) To develop an intelligent outlook on daily events at home and abroad as they

affect us as Canadian citizens.

(3) To give meaning to our concept of citizenship.

(4) To understand the purpose and to kindle a critical appreciation of our governments.

(5) To learn how foreign relations are conducted.

(6) To appreciate Canada s position amongst the nations of the world.

(7) To discriminate between reliable and unreliable sources of information.

(8) To acquire high ideals respecting human conduct and to support hi gh- p rincip 1 ed

efforts wherever they are found.

The Outline:,

I. NATIONAL

(1) Federal and Pro vinci ^Affairs: recent federal and provincia! conferences on

l~«lZi::Z~:^ers., xmportant political developments at Ottawa and the

provincial capitals; significant dominion-p ro vxn ci al problems.
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Canadian_Partici £ation_in_the_Korean_War_a^ Possible World War;
the sending of Canadian armed forces to Korea; Canada's part in the efforts to
end hostilities; the efforts to bolster our system of national defence; the
civil defence program; the economic controls applied to conserve our supplies of
strategic materials; the measures adopted to control inflation; our cooperation
in defence problems with other countries, e.g. the United States.

(3) Xhej.QogtLofiI4
ivingiIndexv the general trend of commodity prices; the effect of

the rising cost of living upon the demands of wage earners; the policy of the
government concerning this situation.

(4) Federai_and_Provinciai_Social_Legisiation: new legislation and amendments to old
legislation dealing with social and economic security,

(5) Labor_P^ob]em^_in_Canada: new labor legislation; new labor demands; labor
disputes and their settlement; the balance between demand and supply in our
labor forces.: immigration; unemployment.

(6) Qanada'_s_Economi ^_El°kLeni_an d_Deve]_OD_men t : our export and import trade; special
problems arising from the U.S. dollar shortage and the solutions attempted; the
freight- rates question; the importance of Al berta's oi 1 ; the proposals for the
export of natural gas; the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence Waterway and Power Project;
farm prices; new industries. >

II INTERNATIONAL

(1) Qanadi_an_Forei.gn_Policy_: Canada's part in world affairs; political and economic
agreements with foreign powers; the North Atlantic Pact; Canadian representation
abroad, our immigration policy; our relations with the UN; our relations with

the Uni ted States.

(2) The JJn^ ted_Nati_qns; the efforts of the UN to maintain world peace and a better

understanding between nations; the Korean conflict; the special tasks of such

agencies as UNESCO, FAO, ICAO, WHO; new members; the Atomic Energy Commission;

the important decisions of the Security Council; the work of the General' Assembly.

^3' TflS-^ILiifll-Co'Hnion weal th and_Emp_ire; the changing status of countries within the

Empire; the effect of Commonwealth membership on Canada's foreign policy; the

Commonwealth and the Korean conflict.

(4) Ihg_Fu ture_o f_German^^_Austri aL_and_J ap_an: the rehabilitation of Germany,

Austria, and Japan; the lack of agreement amongst the occupying powers on peace

treaties for these countries

(5) The_Ro^e_of the_Uni_ted States in Wo rl d_Af fairs: the general policy of the

President in domestic and foreign affairs; interna] disputes over American policy

abroad; the United States and the Korean conflict; the achievements of the ERP

and other American measures of assistance to foreign countries for the purposes

of defence and economic rehabilitation.

(6) China the new Communist regime; the Chinese intervention in the Korean conflict;

the expanding influence of the Chinese Communists in Asia.

(7) Great Britain; the British recovery program; the measures adopted by the Labor

government, the dollar shortage problem; Great Britain's stand in the split

between the East and the West.
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(8) Tlifi-SoYifii-UuiQa: the strained relations with the western democracies; the

Soviet attempts to dominate Europe and Asia; Russian policy in UN affairs.

(9) Lop.ailSD.I-Sfii.PQliii.C-Dey.SlaD.iBents: discoveries in the uses of atomic energy;

developments in military aviation; new forms of projectiles and explosives;

medical discoveries,
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THE SELECTION OF CURRENT EVENTS FOR STUDY

In the teaching of current even's in the schools, the teacher faces the problem of

selecting suitable topics from the great mass of available materials. Many of these record

the trivial and confusing as well as the significant and illuminating, Some criteria then

must be set up to provide a basis for selection. Although there is no ready and clear-cut

way of establishing these criteria for the choice of current events topics, it must be

admitted that re- examin ation of the basic principles of selection used in the construction

of the curriculum will aid the teacher considerably. Mere existence is not a basis for

the admission of subject matter to the curriculum. Any material admitted must prove its

fitness for example, only those historical events which seem to be useful are admitted.

It follows, that news items must not be admitted merely because they are available.

Ws.w_ih£rgfa££,_jaay._£££3hlL£h._Qa£_c^i,L£xiuu_far_^
that those current even t s_whi ch_are_rel a t ed_to_the existing curriculum are wo rthy_o f_att en;_ion.

We should also suggest that in selecting current events for attention the teacher

should watch for the significance of situations and conditions as well as of overt events.

The situation that results in a strike, a revolution, a disaster, a government decree,

easily may be more significant than the resulting event itself. It is these background

situations which often furnish the most illuminating kind of material for the lesson in

cu rrent events. '

AREAS OF TENSION IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND IN THE FAR EAST

Before studying the Asiatic '"ho t- spols alluded to in our title, we shall define first

the geographical meaning of the terms " Middle East' and " Far East' which are familiar to

even the most casual reader of the newspapers. Actually, the geographers themselves are

not always in very close agreement as to the geographical limits implied by these terms, i

British geographers, for example, quite frequently use the term " Near East" to refer to

the Balkans, Turkey, Egypt, Syria, Israel, and Trans- j ordan , In North America, however,

all these areas, with the exception of the Balkans, are referred to as the " Middle East'

along with Iraq, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Afghanistan. The term " Far East", meanwhile, is

is used in North American newspapers and magazines to refer to those Asiatic areas from

Pakistan to Japan, namely, Pakistan, India, Burma, Thailand, Malaya, Indonesia, the Philippines,

Indo China, China, Korea, and Japan.

Th e_Mi_ddJ_e East_- An_In tern ational Crossroads wh ere_Eu rop_e. _Asi a, and Africa Meet

The region of which the Suez Canal is the centre has been the meeting place of nations

and races for many centuries. It would, indeed, be hard to name a part of the world which

has played a more important part in world relations in the past and still continues to do

so. Humanity, always on the move, passed through this region on its way between Europe and

Asia, between Africa and Asia, and between Africa and Europe. Water routes led to Suez and

the Dardanelles, Caravans came from central and southern Asia to Baghdad and on to the

eastern shores of the Mediterranean and from there goods were taken by ship to the ports of

both southern and western Europe, In these lands are evidences of the earliest civilizations,

namely, the great kingdoms and empires of Babylon, Assyria, Chaldea, Phoenicia, and Egypt.

The valleys of the Nile and of the Tigris and Euphrates were able to support large populations

and, because of their central locations, to play a large part in the affairs of the known

world at that time.

Later when water routes began to compete with caravans when the centers of trade

moved westward from the Mediterranean Sea, when goods began to be shipped around the

Cape of Good Hope, the commercial life of the Middle East gradually declined. No longer

was this region the great centre for the exchange of ideas, But this loss was only

temporary. Centuries later a new world outlook was destined to make the Middle East once

again a centre of interest for the Great Powers.
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When the nations of Western Europe colonized southern Asia and the East Indies and

developed the resources of those regions, trade routes once more passed close to the Middle

East. The opening of the Suez Canal turned the seaborne traffic from the Cape of Good Hope

to the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. ' Before World War I Germany, who was seeking to

enlarge her empire, planned and nearly completed a railroad from Berlin to Baghdad. Such

a railroad would have been a distinct challenge to Great Britain and her trade with India.

It would also have made accessible to Germany the resources of Iraq (then known as Mesopotamia)

and the surrounding countries. With the discovery of oil in Iraq and Iran (then known as

Persia) the interest of western Europe and of the United States increased. Rights to the

oil fields of the Middle East were mainly divided among Great Britain, France, and the

United States. Meanwhile, Russia sought passage through Iran to the Persian Gulf so that

she might secure an ice- free seaport, but Great Britain stood in the way.

The Oil of The Middle East - A Cause of World Tension

It is the discovery of oil in the Middle East, referred to above, which has made that

area a pawn in the game of international politics and finance. This area, where vast and

rich feilds hold an estimated forty-five per cent of the world's proved oil reserves, is

now the most critical oil area in the world. Against the grim background of such present-

day world events as the recent nationalization of Iran's oil resources, oil is becoming an

increasingly important, if not decisive, factor in the security of the western world. An

idea of the tremendous contribution to victory made by oil in World War II can be gained

from the following facts;

1. ' The Allied forces, excluding those of Russia, used 22,000,000,000 gallons of oil products

in conquering Germany, not including products used to transport men and materials to the

scene of action.

2. The United States Fifth Fleet burned 630,000,000 gallons of fuel oil in seven weeks

during June and July, 1944. (

3. : During the bombing of Germany, the United States Ninth Air Force used an average of

634,000 gallons of 100-octane gasoline each day.

4 An armored battalion required 17,000 gallons of gasoline to move 100 miles, even under

ideal conditions.

The importance of oil to the western world, however, is not solely military. Oil has

made modern transportation possible. ' Automobiles, airplanes, trucks, tractors, and other

•'ehicles are powered by petroleum. Ocean-going ships are almost entirely oil burning, i An

oil driven ship can travel three times as far without refuelling as a similar ship using

coal. Railroads are turning more and more to the use of diesel locomotives which use oil

fuel. Trains pulled by such locomotives can be run at a lower cost per mile than trains

pulled by steam locomotives. Mo to r= po wer ed farm tools have multiplied by many times man's

ability to grow food. Today a farmer with power-driven equipment can produce an acre of

wheai with one thirtieth of the man-hours expended by a farmer of one hundred years ago

using hand tools, ' Oil fuels are widely employed in stationary power installations. '
They

provide the energy to run the machines in many factories. Heavy fuel oil, burned under the

boilers of cent al generating stations, produces steam to turn the giant generators. Oil

also furnishes heat for houses, apartments, and office buildings. The first domesti . oil

burner with thermostatic control was put on the market in 1918. in the United States today

about 3
t
500 000 homes are centrally heated by oil. Finally, modern industry, like modern

transportation, depends on machines, and wherever there is machinery, there is need for

lubricants. Today there are hundreds of petroleum lubricants, each of them planned to fit

a special need.
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It is believed by petroleum geologists that more oil will be produced eventually in

the Middle East than anywhere else in the world. Even without thorough exploration, such

areas as Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait (note the locations of these places on the

map on page 9) have, in the opinion of some authorities, proved reserves of some 75 billion

barrels and these are being added to rapidly Estimates of ultimate resources run up to

200 billion barrels. Yet it is only within recent years that any attempt has been made to

develop on a large scale the oil resources of the Middle East. ( It is interesting to think

that, although civilization first arose in this part of the earth, its great oil wealth

lay almost entirely undeveloped and useless until long after oil-drilling and other methods

of the oil industry were developed in North and South America, For centuries, empires rose

and fell in the biblical lands of the Middle East, conquerors marched and counter-marched,

and nomads tended their flocks, but neither king nor poorest tribesman knew that beneath

his feet lay the energy locked in vast amounts of oil.

At the beginning of the twentieth century the growing need for oil and an increasing

knowledge of how to find it combined to bring these long-buried Middle Eastern energy

resources into use. Commercial production from oil deposits began in Iran in 1908, in Iraq

during 19 34, and in Saudi Arabia in 1940. Within just a few decades, this area has shown

itself to be perhaps the earth's greatest storehouse of petroleum. < Oil authorities predict

that the Eastern Hemisphere, and particularly Europe, will soon draw most of its oil supplies

from the Middle East, with the Western Hemisphere requiring practically all its own oil

resources to supply its own needs. It thus becomes obvious why the government of the Soviet

Union seeks to gain control of the oil wells of the Middle East and drive out the influence

of the western world in these Asiatic oil fields.

The.D^ngerous Situation in Iran

The first phase of this pi an to wrest control of the oilfieldsof the Middle East

from the Western Powers seems to center on the Iranian oil wells, i The first step, was the

nationalization of the Anglo Iranian Oil Company in the spring of 1951. Before proceeding

further with the possible repercussions of this new situation in Iran, we shall note briefly

the interest of the British Government in Iranian oil.

At the turn of the century an Englishman, named William K. D" Arcy, who had made a

fortune in Australia, became convinced there was oil in the barren hills and plains of Iran.

In 1901 he obtained a fifty-year concession and formed the company which developed into the

An glo- 1 rani an Oil Company, It was not until 1908, when D' Arcy had nearly run out of money

that his company brought in the first gusher in the now great oil field of Masj i d- i- Sul aiman.

The Anglo- 1 rani an field headquarters, it is interesting to note, are still there. In 19 14

Winston Churchill, as First Lord of the British Admiralty, acquired for $10,000,000 a better-

than- fi fty-p er« cen t interest for the British Government in the Anglo- I rani an enterprise.

The company's value is now variously estimated at £600,0 00,000 to $1,000,000,000.

When the nationalization bill was passed by the Iranian Majlis or legislature, the

Anglo- 1 rani an Oil Company held a 23% per cent share in the Iraq Petroleum Company and a 50

per cent share in the Kuwait Oil Company located below Iraq on the Persian Gulf. In 1932

the Iranians tried to cancel the Angl o- 1 r-ani an Oil Company's concession, because they felt

they were not receiving big enough royalties. In 1933 Iran gave the oil company a* sixty-

year concession, under which Iran received a greatly increased and regular share of the

profits. This share was further increased by a 1949 supplementary agreement which Iran

has refused to ratify, although she already has taken the first instalment of the $80,000,000

to have been paid in 1951 under this new arrangement, i It would seem that the Anglo-Iranian

Oil Company has treated Iran fairly in financial matters. It is also of some significance

in this connection to note that of its 61,740 employees at the time of nationalization,

only 2,725 were British, i
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There seems to be little doubt that the agents of the Soviet Union in Iran have been
the main instigators of the onfiscation of the extensive British oil holdings of that state.
Nowhere else in the world <;ould a party declared illegal by the government in power cons-
titute such a serious threat as does that of the Iranian Communists, known as the Tudeh
party.' The entire financing of the latter, estimated at the locally enormous sum of
2,000,000 tomans a month, is openly derived from Soviet sources. Much of the flood of
Tudeh propaganda pamphlets is printed by a press in the Soviet embassy at Teheran, i When

the nature of Soviet intentions in Iran was disclosed as bluntly as possible during the

Azerbaijan crisis in 1946, the Tudeh party was declared illegal by the Iranian government.

Since then, however, the party has continued to function under such "fronts' as "The

Partisans of Peace" and " The League to Combat the Anglo- 1 rani an Oil Company",, In addition,

the Tudehists have penetrated completely what passes for a labor movement in Iran. They

have made such headway among younger Iranian men that fifty per cent of the university

students and recent graduates are estimated to be Communists or fellow- travelers. These

successes were aided by a shrewd change in the whole attitude of the Russian government

towards Iran. The loud, menacing tone which characterised Soviet negotiations in 1946 over
the Azerbaijan affair was changed for a smooth amiability which caused the Iranian government

leaders to forget the danger in the north and thus to fall out more readily among themselves.

This situation, in addition to the general inefficiency of the Iranian government has

enabled the Tudeh party to emerge as the only truly organized and powerful national group

in I ran. '

The actual nationalization of the oil wells was, of course, not introduced to the

Iranian legislature by the Tudeh party. ( That work was done by a band of politicians of the

National Front, led by Dr. Mossadegh, and their fanatical religious allies, the Fedayan

Islam of the Mullah Kashani, one of whose followers murdered the former Premier of Iran

who was opposed to any nationalization of the oil wells. The official political scene is

dominated by the National Front, but the Tudeh party's various organi xations not only stand

ready to support the National Front in its efforts to drive out British and American

influence in Iran, but they are ready to inherit the benefits of such effors. There can

be little doubt that real pressure will be placed on the Iranian government to divert much

oil to the Soviet Union. '

Russian Oil Production

;esThe question may be asked at this juncture whether the Soviet Union and her satellite

do not produce considerable oil supplies. ' The exact status of Russian oil resources and

operations of course, is subject to heavy censorship. However, certain information on Soviet

oil, believed to be fairly accurate, has been gleaned from behind the iron curtain that

conceals the facts concerning Russia's industrial development. A recent report places the

ultimate Russian reserves of crude oil as. high as 100,000,000,000 barrels, i This estimate

takes into account mostly unproved reserves. Russia's proved reserve is believed to be

5,500,000,000 barrels, about six per cent of the world total, according to surveys published

in oil = trade publications.

Inefficient operating techniques have curtailed seriously the effective utilization of

Russia's vast oil resources. Yearly production is said to be 270,000,000 barrels, more

than 1,500,000,000 barrels less than the annual production of the United States. From 1942

to 1946 only about 2,500 oil wells were completed in Russia. This total merely equalled

the number of wells exhausted during that period. The Fourth Five Year plan called for

5,500 new wells to be completed from 1946 to 1950. These drilling figures reveal the com-

parative ability to produce of Russian and American oil industries. In 1950 alone the

United States drilled approximately 43,000 wells. On this basis, it took American oilmen

only six days to complete as many wells as the Russians planned to drill in each of the

last five- years. Volatility and o ctane- rating standards have been increased in recent

years, but the quality of Ru ssi an = refined oil products remains low. Inferior quality of

fuels remains a major economic and military problem for Russia.
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A significant geographical shift in Soviet oil production since 19 37 is noticeable.

In 1937 ninety per cent of Russian oil production centred in the Caucasus, and slightly

more than five per cent was derived from central Asia. In 1950' forty- four per cent of the

total oil production was from the eastern regions, notably central Asia and the Volga basin.

Russia's European satellite countries in 1950* produced around 48,000,000 barrels of

oil. I In an effort to realize greater production, Russia and her satellites have resorted
to making liquid fuels from coal and shale. This production is estimated at 100,000

barrel s dail y.

In brief, then, we may conclude that the Soviet Union is not much better prepared to

produce fuel for a major war than during World War II when she fell far short of providing

badly needed supplies. The Soviet war machine, in the event of another world war, simply

could not be driven at full efficiency for any length of time if it were dependent solely

on Russian oil production. It is only natural under these circumstances that the small

group of men who dictate the lives of the Russian people, look covetously at the tremendous

oil resources of the Middle East which are geographically close to the Soviet Union.

Communist Activities in Other Parts of the Middle East

-Communist promotion of the idea of nationalization of oil wells has not been confined

to Iran, although it has been, initially, most successful there, Soviet influence, coupled
with the work of extreme nationalist groups, can be seen also in similar moves in Iraq and

Saudi Arabia, and in the Egyptian demands for nationalization of the Suez Canal, So far

the Communists have failed in Iraq where the Iraq Petroleum Company promptly increased its

royalties to the government. They have failed also in Saudi Arabia.

The Dead Sea - A "Hot Spot" Between Israel and the Arab Countries

Coupled with the Middle Eastern difficulties already outlined, there still remains

the boundary problem between the new Jewish state of Israel and the Arab state of Trans-

jordan. This boundary dispute centers particularly around the rich Dead Sea area which

Israel was not able to secure in its entirety under the recommendations of Count Bernadotte

for fixing the boundary lines of the new Jewish state. There is a real danger that the

Israeli go vernmen t may launch a new war to seize the entire Dead Sea region in order to

secure complete control of the rich chemical deposits of the Dead Sea and various other

resources which they failed to take from the Arabs during previous hostilities. It is

interesting to note what a rich prize the chemical deposits of the Red Sea would be. The

latest edition of the Encyclopedia Americana says they are " estimated to have a commer=

ci al value of 1,200 billion dollars."

It will readily be seen that the field of Jewish-Arab enmity provides another rich

field for the disruptive tactics of the agents of international communism. Renewed war

between Israel and the Arab countries, combined with troubles over the control of Middle

Eastern oil wells, would simplify matters from Russia's point of view in her efforts to

extend Communist influence over this unhappy region. The British answer to the threat of

renewed war between Jew and Arab, it should be noted, has been the creation in the Middle

East of a big Syrian state comprising Syria and Trans- jo rdan , with the backing of Iraq, i

Syria, however, has not been very friendly to this proposal.

The Strategi c_Po si tion_o f_Turk ey__in_the_Mi ddl_e_East

If the Soviet Union succeeds in penetrating the oil fields of Iran, Iraq, and Saudi

Arabia, one of the most serious consequences will be that in any future Soviet inspired

conflict Turkey will be out flanked. During the post-war years this nation of 20 000,000

people, who have never swerved from a fierce hatred of Russia and of Communism, has assumed
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the leadership in the Middle East as the bitterest enemy of Communist expansion. Much
to the chagrin of Russia, Turkey has become an important factor in the drive of the United
Nations to contain Soviet imperialism.' Dr. Selim Sarper, Turkey's outspoken representative
on the UN Security Council, is a bitter and sarcastic enemy of the Russian representative,

Jakob Malik. ' Turkey, moreover, is the only country in the Middle East to send troops to

Korea. When Egypt represented the Middle East on the UN Security Council, the Egyptian

representative abstained from voting on such vital issues as sending armed forces to Korea

and generally tried to follow a neutral course in contentious matters. This contrasts

sharply with the, po.si tion adopted by Dr. Sarper who said, " Turkey makes no mystery of its

position in world affairs. We stand with the enemies of Communist imperialism and will

send our troops to fight wherever collective security is demanded." Here it might be

noted that the Turkish contribution to the Korean fighting was not a token force and at

one point in that conflict the Turkish casualty list was larger than that of any of the

fourteen anti-Communist countries participating, except for the South Korean Republic

and, of course, the United States.

For 1951, according to a UN survey, Turkey has set aside thirty- four per cent of its

budget for defence expenditures. This is a more generous percentage than that expended by

Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, or Tran s-j o rdan . In addition, Turkey has received military

assistance from the United States, but it must be pointed out that this assistance has

been described as inadequate by the Turks and competent military authorities. In the light

of the burden the Turkish army may have to carry against Russia in the future, these critics

contend that much remains to be done to build up Turkish military strength, i

Certainly, no one can dispute the strategic position of Turkey in any consideration of
the problem of the Middle East. Her strategic position, moreover, astride the Dardanelles

at the entrance to the Black sea and Russia's port of Sevastopol, gives her a vital role in

the future of the Eastern Mediterranean. Turkey also has a wealth of raw materials, include

ing copper, coal, and manganese, which remain largely undeveloped. However, the Turkish

government has inaugurated a five-year program calling for the expenditure of $730,000,000

to raise living standards and increase agricultural and raw material production. < This

program is financed partially through the European Recovery Program and partially by the

International Bank. It is hoped, as well, to make Turkey a partner in the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization. If Turkey is permitted to Join NATO, as this organization is frequent-

ly called, she would probably grant bomber bases on her territory that would be the closest

to Russia that the Western Powers could possess. Since Turkey's frontier adjoins Russia,

it would be possible from these Turkish air-bases to immobilize the Trans=Caucasi an oilfields,

one of Russia's most valuable areas, and many other large Russian industrial centres.

Areas of Tension in the Far East

During the post-war years 500,000,000 inhabitants of south- east Asia have achieved
sel f- governmen.t or the definite promise of it. Great Britain has taken the lead in this

new era for the Far East by giving Burma complete independence, by setting up the former

crown colony of Ceylon as a free dominion, by granting a form of home rule to a new

Malayan Federation, and by enabling India and Pakistan to decide their respective political

futures. Meanwhile, the Philippines received freedom from the United States on July 4, 1946,

and Holland reluctantly renounced old-time imperialism in the East Indies by agreeing to the

creation of the Republic of the United States of Indonesia. French Indo-China has been

promised considerable autonomy, but Communist activities have kept that unhappy land in a

state of partial rebellion against the colonial system.

i

Before World War II, only Thailand (formerly known as Siam) and China could call them-

selves independent of foreign control in all the vast area from the Arabian to the Yellow

Sea. Now the Far East is a region of feverish political activity, with new regimes being

established to replace European control. As could be expected, this state of turmoil has
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attracted Communist agents eager to expand the Soviet sphere of influence. Even Thailand,
which has not experienced the internal post-war turmoil of the other Asiatic countries,

has a Communist problem with her very large Chinese minority who have been influenced by

events in China and by well- financed Chinese Communist agents.

Burma - A Major " Hot Spot" in South- East Asia

The Burmese Premier, Thakin Nu, remarked recently, " Anybody, when asked about the

political situation in our country, will answer that it is an awful mess. There can be no

other answer. 1' This frank statement of Thakin Nu is an accurate one because what is going

on in Burma is not so much a civil war ai'a kind of nation-wide riot. No less than five

major groups, to say nothing of countless minor group's, are taking part in the riot. The

major groups may be tabulated as follows:

(1) lte_g^ve^nment L_or_what_is_l_e^t_oJJ_t. The higher officials of this government,

who have been described as " left-wing intellectuals", are forced by riotous

conditions to live in a sort of concentration camp, surrounded by barbed wire

and armed guards, in the suburbs of Bangoon.

(2) The_Whi te_Fl_ag_Communi sts. The Communists, as could be expected, were the first

to take up arms against the government, i They did this in 194R, about the same
time that the Communists in India, Malaya, and Indonesia also resorted to " direct

action" in response to Moscow's over- all strategy for Asia. The White Flag

Communists may be described as orthodox Stalinists. Their leader is Thakin Than

Tun, a former friend of Thakin Nu.

(3) The Red Flag Communists. These are led by Thakin So who has been called a

Trotskyite. Actually, the trouble is that he refuses to take orders from

Thakin Than Tun and has thus caused the Burmese Communists to split into warring

camp s.

(4) The Peogles' Volunteer_Asso ci ation. This originated in a war-time resistance

movement which, like everything else in Burma, has come apart, splitting into, the

Yellow Band, unreliably loyal to the government, and the White Band, unreliably

allied to the White Flag Communists. The White Band is little better than a

bandi t ho rde.

(5) The Karens. These constitute the most important group in Burma which is a jumbled

patchwork of races. The Karens are not only one of the biggest racial groups,

but they are the best fighting men in Burma. The Karens want a semi- au tonomou s

state within Burma, which the government is willing to concede in principle but

no t in p rac ti ce. '

In the midst of all the quarrels between these Burmese factions, there has come the

unwelcome news that the Chinese Communists have repaired the famous Burma Road, which runs

from Kunming, the capital of the south-western Chinese province of Yunnan, to Lashio in

north-eastern Burma, where it joins the railway to Mandalay. So well, it is reliably

reported, have the Communists done their work, that the road can carry trucks as well as

it ever di d. \ This would give the Chinese Communists, now masters of the Chinese mainland,

clear access to the heart of Upper Burma whenever they please. It is also reported that

a pact has been made between the White Flag Communists and the Chinese high command for

combined action against the usual bogey of "American imperialism", Under these circumstan

it is obvious that the Burmese government must make a settlement with the Karens who are

far more powerful than its other opponents. Such a settlement is an absolute prerequisite

to re-establishing the government's authority. At a recent youth rally in Rangoon Premi

ces

er
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Thakin Nu said "Three years of revolution have cost Burma more than $67 5,000,000.
Destruction of property has cost us at least S31 5 , 000 , 000 ; loss on our exports as much

more; military expenditure the rest." If this expenditure and effort had been put into

the defence of Burma, she would not now be so vulnerable to a possible Chinese attack.

Ihe Communist Problem in Indo-China

Like Burma, French Indo-China is now in peril of a Chinese Communist decision to send

in " volunteers" to help Communist rebels overthrow the established government. Also like
Burma, French Indo-China has been in a state of civil conflict during the post-war years,

although the fighting there has not been as confused as the Burmese insurrection. The Indo-

Chinese trouble, however, goes back to the Japanese occupation during the Second World War.

The J apanese " fai 1 ed to suppress a Communist-organized nationalist movement called the Viet

Minh League, that is,, the League for the Independence of Viet Nam. (See the map on page 16).

Its leader was Ho Chi Minh (" One Who Shines"), a Mo scow- trained Communist agent who posed

as a nationalist patriot.

After the defeat'" of Japan, Ho Chi Minh and his followers proclaimed the establishment

of a republic in Viet Nam. In January, 1946, France recognized this republic of Viet Nam

as " a free state within the Indo-Chinese Federation and the French Union". France also

granted the kingdoms of Laos and Cambodia (See map on page 16) a large measure of self-

government as part of the French Union, This union was to become a commonwealth of equal

states similar to the British Commonwealth. However, it soon became apparent that Ho Chi

Minh was not so much interested in national independence for the people of Viet Nam as in

transforming that region into a Soviet satellite state. In December, 1946, Ho's forces

staged a surprise attack on the French garrisons in Annam and Tonkin. This treacherous

action touched off the civil war which is still in progress.

France, of course, withdrew her recognition of Ho's regime. On June 14, 1949, Bao Dai,

former Emperor of Annam, proclaimed himself, with French approval, the " chief of state" of

Viet Nam. France then concluded an agreement with Bao Dai, granting his government control

of all its affairs except foreign relations and national defence. ' The French also promised

complete independence to Viet Nam within the French Union after the Communist peril has been

overcome. On December 23, 1950, the French government granted wider powers to the three

Indo-Chinese states. As of January 1, 1951, these states took over additional functions

previously exercised by France, for example, the management of customs, immigration, finance,

foreign trade, communications, and foreign exchange. They were also allowed to form national

armies. Meanwhile, the United States, Great Britain, and the other Western democracies have

recognized the governments of Laos, Cambodia, and Viet Nam. Russia and her satellites, of

course, have recognized Ho's regime which is being supplied with arms by Red China,

The Communist rebels at present control more than a third of Viet Nam, which contains

about eighty-five per cent of the people of Indo-China. This constitutes a dangerous threat

since Indo-China is vitally important strategically. During World War II Japan used that

territory as a springboard for her war operations in all of south-east Asia. Control of

Ihdo-China by the Communists could lead to their control of near-by Thailand, Burma, Malaya,

Indonesia, and possibly the Philippines. As the French commander, General Jean de Lattre

de Tassigny, expressed it recently, " Viet Nam is destined to be a great country and the

world must understand the significance of the fighting here. Our troops fight not only to

protect the Indo-China States but also the bastion of south-east Asia, and will go on

defending this part of the world."

The Role of Singapore and_Mal_ava in_the Struggj^eAgainstAsiati c Communi sm

-As the political center of south-east Asia, the thriving city of Singapore and the

adjoining Malay peninsula have become another bastion against the westward sweep of Asiatic

Communism. Amidst the anarchy of Burma, the civil war in Indo-China, and the
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collapse of China before the Red onslaught, the success of Great Britain in restoring law

and order and setting up responsible self-government in Malaya has set a fortunate precedent.

In this task the British faced the usual problem of native unrest which had been skill-

fully fostered by Communists. The guerrilla army sponsored and armed by Great Britain

during the Japanese occupation was largely Chinese and had a hard core of Mo scow- 1 r ai ned

Stalinists. ' After World War II the latter tried to ride into power by championing

Malayan nationalism. Chinese Teadership, however, dampened the enthusiasm of Malayans

who might have been aroused by the Communists, As experienced colonial administrators,

the British proceeded to deal systematically with this situation. First, they called

upon th'e guerrillas to surrender all arms, and paid them for each weapon given up. '

Singapore was then made a separate crown colony, i The rest of Malaya, which had been

under the government of the Straits Settlements, was placed under the authority of the

Union of Malay States which became a new federation under a treaty submitted to nine

governing sultans in December, 1946. By the terms of this treaty, the British governor

of the new crown colony of Singapore was designated as high commissioner to the federated

sul tan ates. '

The proposed constitution for the new Malayan federation not only recognized the

Communist party as a legal political party, but it granted citizenship to practically all

residents of Malaya. j The Malayans quickly protested because the proposed liberal immigra-
tion policy would have soon given the Chinese" a complete majority, since thousands of the

latter are fleeing from the Red domination. At Malayan insistence Great Britain changed

the proposed constitution so that eighty per cent of the Chinese in Malaya were disqualified

for citizenship. The Chinese formed a council of joint action to protest this decision.

In' 1947, the Malayan Communist party allied itself with the council. However, in February,

1948, the British Parliament adopted the proposed constitution without further change. >

A series of Communist-inspired strikes began which brought the outlawing of the
Communist party in June, 1948. Promptly, the party went underground and endeavored to

embroil Malaya in a full-scale ci vi J war. Fortunately Great Britain had won the support of

the Malayans, and thus was able to recrui ' and train a Malayan army of 30,000 and a

police force of 30,000 more Malayans, The worst of the Communist insurrection is now over,

but a steady program of hunting down Communists must continue, as the Reds are still

retaliating in a few sporadic raids. The geographical conditions in Malaya make it

nearly impossible to track down all the roving Communist bands, i In addition, of course,

there is also the constant problem of coping with insidious Communist propaganda amongst

the large Chinese population.

By retaining Singapore, which is seventy eight per cent Chinese, as a crown colony,

Great Britain has been able to keep that strategic center under her direct control.

Such a port would be a prime objective in a Communist drive through south-east Asia, since

Singapore is one of the world's great crossroads. From it radiate cables to all parts of

the world. Eight airlines whose routes reach out in every direction make it the air center

of the Far East, i Its great harbor, aswell as its strategic location, make it a natural

and major shipping centre. Commercially, Singapore is the natural rubber market of the

world. It is also the tin center of the world.

Formosa - A Problem Po ten ti a] 1 y Greater Than That of Korea

The island of Formosa is such a Far Eastern " hot-spot" that it could pose an

international problem greater than that of Korea, This steamy, mountainous area, which is

150 to 250 miles off the Chinese coast, is the last refuge of the Chinese National i st

government. It was to Formosa that the government of Chiang Kai-shek fled after a series
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of disastrous defeats on the Chinese mainland by the Communists. Because this island could

be a target for Chinese Communist aggression, President Truman has ordered the United States

Seventh Fleet to protect it from such an attack. As a result of this order, Formosa has

become the source of a serious dispute between the United States and the Chinese Communist

regime.' Formosa has also figured in American foreign policy disputes between Republican

party leaders and the Administration, between, the Defence and State departments, and between

General Douglas MacArthur and President Truman.

Meanwhile, Chiang Kai-shek is not very well prepared to stave off a Red attack if and

when it comes, i Formosa, which is about 200 miles long and 80 miles wide, has an area of

13,836 square miles and a population of 8,000,000, To defend this island, which is the fifty,

fifth largest in the world, Chiang Kai-shek is eble to muster only 150,000 troops, an air

force of about 300 airplanes, and a small navy, i Mao Tse-tung's Communist forces can mass

many times more troops, but they presently are believed to lack the sea and air power

needed for a quick victory.. 1 Yet it is almost certain that the Chinese Communists, sooner

or later, will attack Formosa because they cannot claim to have fully conquered China

until they finally conquer Chiang Kai-shek, If such an attack were to come while the

island is being protected by the United States, the ensuing conflict might well mark the

beginning of a third World War.

Finally, it should be noted that Chiang Kai-shek's civil rule of the island seems to

have kept the population there largely loyal to his cause, A land reform program has been

vigorously carried out which forced landlords to scale down once-usurious rents to 37.5

per cent of the crop. The Formosan currency has been stabilized and, for the first time

in Chinese history, free elections have been held which gave Formosans a voice in National-

ist affairs. Something has also been done about civil liberties. Theoretically, no one

may now be arrested without a police warrant or without the provincial governor being

notified. Recently, severe sentences have been handed down against persons convicted of

having given false witness against those accused of subversive activity.' This development

reflects a lessening of the fear of internal rebellion, which in the early months of 19 50

resulted in many persons being taken out and shot by secret police organizations, several

of which still operate in Formosa. On the whole, the Nationalist conduct of the civil

government of Formosa may give some hope of improved administration should the Nationalists

ever return to power on the mainland, but it must be admitted that it takes fewer good men

to administer affairs on an island than on a continent, ;

The Colombo Plan in the Far East

The Colombo Plan, which was inaugurated at a Commonwealth conference in Colombo,

Ceylon, in January, 1950, aims basically to.

1. Increase land under cultivation by 13,000,000 acres.

2. Increase land under irrigation by the same extent.

3. i Raise food grain production by 6,000,000 tons, i

i. increase electric generating capacity by 1,100,000 kilowatts.

The fifteen countries taking part in the plan, which was originally outlined as a

commonwealth scheme but grew in scope, are Canada, Australia, Ceylon, India, Pakistan, New

Zealand, Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia in Indo-China, the colonial territories of Malaya,

Singapore, North Borneo and Sarawak, and Britain and the United States.
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The original commonwealth consultative committee has become the international

consultative committee, and meets periodically to examine progress. It is made up of ten

representatives, one representative for all the colonial territories and one for the

international bank. '

The Canadian government has announced it will ask parliament to appropriate $25,000,000

as its contribution to the first year of the plan.
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